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Sounds of Sights
It was part of the colossal sun,
Surrounded by its choral rings,

Still far away. It was like
A new knowledge of reality.

-Wallace Stevens 
from “Not Ideas About the Thing but the Thing Itself”

Driving eastward for a nine o’clock class
in freezing clear-skied winter I saw
the sun I’d tried to avoid looking into
circled
by a rainbow, scintillating
in frozen, moist air, with a parenthesis,
another partial circle.

Oblivious to oncoming commuters,
driving the speed limit, I stared
in awe, remembering
Wallace on “Things…” not hearing his chorus

but in spellbound adoration of the brilliant blueness
above the treeless flat earth prairie,
a circle round the sun as silent symphony.

In spite of title and admonition
I’d always believed it to be a metaphor.
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Hand Cut Stones of the West 
Tower, Slane, Ireland
The Friary’s ruins
on the Hill of Slane
are so easy to walk around,
so easy to take home a souvenir rock,
maybe one that Patrick threw at a Druid
on Easter, uncharacteristic but a tempting image.

I, prairie farmer, wouldn’t have clung to old ways but
devoured the manuscripts, learning to read and write,
mixing paints and grinding stones for pigments,
butchering lambs for vellum and treating gut to sew spines.
New technology would have
courted me, the 
capture of images and voices eternally
conserved in scrolls, until a raid or fire.

Ruins of the past are the feast of the present.

On the Hill of Slane 
ruins stand in profile to the sunset,
a stone resistance to time,
an added mystery of where
and when and why I feel so comfortable 
here on the rain-wet grass in modern shoes
with a digital camera out of batteries.
I want to climb the outside of the west tower,
illegally, peeking into the 
narrow windows to see ghosts,
slinking behind the crenellations 
watching the same sunset.
I would have wanted to learn to build,
to take earth eggs and make them squared blocks,
do it like the Romans, not underground like Celts,
nothing corbelled but angled corners 
like the square cut of vellum, a new shape
for a new age of rectangles standing tall
laced by long windows like a needle’s eye
for threading the pages together of past ages.


